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Introduction

For April I planned to:
  • continue my reading and library research for quals. This goal was not well realized as the completion of my L710 final paper became more intensive then I had foreseen.
  • finalized my L710 paper satisfied my outstanding incompletes. Paper was submitted prior to the required deadline.

Activities (alphabetically by area)

Classes


Conferences/Workshop/Colloquia Attended

- SW/Texas Popular Culture and American Culture Associations Conference, San Antonio TX, April 7-10, 2004.

Conference Presentation


Fellowship

- Interview with School of Informatics IUPUI, April 29, 2004 for Future Faculty Fellowship placement Spring 2005.
Anonymous submission under review for Special Issue on Campus Institutional Review Boards Journal of Applied Communication Research, Debbie Dougherty/Michael Kramer, editors.
Two submissions accepted for edited volume, Into the Blogosphere: Rhetoric, Community, and Culture of Weblogs.


Reading

Reading this month has been centered on three areas:

- Content Analysis
- Computer Analysis
- Institutional Review Boards
- Performance Studies

Teaching

Continue teaching C180 Introduction to Interpersonal Communication, IUPUC (Jan14 – May 5, 2004).

Plans for next month

For May I plan to:

- finishing teaching C180 Introduction to Interpersonal Communication, IUPUC (Jan14 – May 5, 2004).
- make any requested changes to my Annual Report, gather signatures, and submit the report and annual review meeting notes before the May 30, 2004 deadline.
- adapt my SW/Texas Popular Culture and American Culture Associations presentation for The International Conference on Television, Audio, Video,
New Media and Feminism: Console-ing Passions, in May. This requires changing from a mixed gender perspective to a female only one.